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A Appendix

A.1 Details of OCR Engines (MS, CLOVA, Easy, Paddle)

Current state-of-the-art visual document understanding (VDU) backbones, such
as BROS [6], LayoutLM [17] and LayoutLMv2 [16], are dependent on off-the-
shelf OCR engines. These backbones take the output of OCR as their (one of)
input features. For the OCR-dependent methods, in our experiments, we use
state-of-the-art OCR engines that are publicly available, including 2 OCR API
products (i.e., MS OCR1 and CLOVA OCR2) and 2 open-source OCR models
(i.e., Easy OCR3 and Paddle OCR4). In the main paper, Paddle OCR is used
for the Chinese train ticket dataset [5] and CLOVA OCR is used for the rest
datasets in the document information extraction (IE) tasks. MS OCR is used
to measure the running time of the LayoutLM family in document classification
and visual question answering (VQA) tasks, following the previous work of Xu
et al. [16]. Each OCR engine is explained in the following.

∗ Corresponding author: gwkim.rsrch@gmail.com
† This work was done while the authors were at NAVER CLOVA.
1https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cognitive-services/

computer-vision/overview-ocr.
2https://clova.ai/ocr/en.
3https://github.com/JaidedAI/EasyOCR.
4https://github.com/PaddlePaddle/PaddleOCR.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cognitive-services/computer-vision/overview-ocr
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cognitive-services/computer-vision/overview-ocr
https://clova.ai/ocr/en
https://github.com/JaidedAI/EasyOCR
https://github.com/PaddlePaddle/PaddleOCR
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MS OCR MS OCR1 is the latest OCR API product from Microsoft and used in
several recent VDU methods, e.g., LayoutLMv2 [16]. This engine supports 164
languages for printed text and 9 languages for handwritten text (until 2022/03).

CLOVA OCR CLOVA OCR2 is an API product from NAVER CLOVA and
is specialized in document IE tasks. This engine supports English, Japanese and
Korean (until 2022/03). In the ablation experiments on the CORD dataset [11]
(Figure 9 in the main paper), the CLOVA OCR achieved the best accuracy.

Easy OCR Easy OCR3 is a ready-to-use OCR engine that is publicly available
at GitHub. This engine supports more than 80 languages (until 2022/03). Un-
like the aforementioned two OCR products (i.e., MS OCR and CLOVA OCR),
this engine is publicly opened and downloadable.3 The entire model architec-
ture is based on the modern deep-learning-based OCR modules [2,1] with some
modifications to make the model lighter and faster. The total number of model
parameters is 27M which is small compared to the state-of-the-art models [2,1].

Paddle OCR Paddle OCR4 is an open-source OCR engine available at GitHub.
We used a lightweight (i.e., mobile) version of the model which is specially de-
signed for a fast and light OCR of English and Chinese texts. The model is served
on a CPU environment and the size of the model is extremely small, which is
approximately 10M.

A.2 Details of Synthetic Document Generator (SynthDoG)

In this section, we explain the components of the proposed Synthetic Document
Generator (SynthDoG) in detail. The entire pipeline basically follows Yim et
al. [19]. Our source code is available at https://github.com/clovaai/donut.
More samples are shown in Figure A.

Background Background images are sampled from ImageNet [3]. Gaussian blur
is randomly applied to the background image to represent out-of-focus effects.

Document Paper textures are sampled from the photos that we collected. The
texture is applied to an white background. In order to make the texture realistic,
random elastic distortion and Gaussian noise are applied. To represent various
view angles in photographs, a random perspective transformation is applied to
the image.

Text Layout and Pattern To mimic the layouts in real-world documents, a
heuristic rule-based pattern generator is applied to the document image region
to generate text regions. The main idea is to set multiple squared regions to rep-
resent text paragraphs. Each squared text region is then interpreted as multiple
lines of text. The size of texts and text region margins are chosen randomly.

https://github.com/clovaai/donut
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Fig.A. Examples of SynthDoG. English, Chinese, Japanese and Korean samples
are shown (from top to bottom). Although the idea is simple, these synthetic samples
play an important role in the pre-training of Donut. Please, see Figure 7 in the main
paper for details

Text Content and Style We prepare the multi-lingual text corpora from
Wikipedia.5 We use Noto fonts6 since it supports various languages. SynthDoG
samples texts and fonts from these resources and the sampled texts are rendered
in the regions that are generated by the layout pattern generator. The text colors
are randomly assigned.

Post-processing Finally, some post-processing techniques are applied to the
output image. In this process, the color, brightness, and contrast of the image
are adjusted. In addition, shadow effect, motion blur, Gaussian blur, and JPEG
compression are applied to the image.

5https://dumps.wikimedia.org.
6https://fonts.google.com/noto.

https://dumps.wikimedia.org
https://fonts.google.com/noto
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(a) Input Image (b) Prediction (c) Ground Truth

Ticket

{
    "date":"2017年11月15日",
    "destination_station": "福田站",
    "name": "珂",
    "seat_category": "二等座",
    "starting_station": "广州南站",
    "ticket_num": "C068987",
    "ticket_rates": ¥82.0元",
    "train_num": "G79”
}

{
    "date": "2017年12月05日",
    "destination_station": "广州东站",
    "name": "延辉",
    "seat_category": "一等座",
    "starting_station": "深圳站",
    "ticket_num": "E019154",
    "ticket_rates": "¥99.5元",
    "train_num": "C7128"
}

{
    "date": "2018年02月13日",
    "destination_station": "扎兰平站",
    "name": "海鹏",
    "seat_category": "新空调硬卧",
    "starting_station": "北京站",
    "ticket_num": ”J033534",
    "ticket_rates": "¥367.0元",
    "train_num": "K1301”
}

{
    "date": "2018年02月13日",
    "destination_station": "扎兰屯站",
    "name": "海鹏",
    "seat_category": "新空调硬卧",
    "starting_station": "北京站",
    "ticket_num": ”J033534",
    "ticket_rates": "¥367.0元",
    "train_num": "K1301”
}

TED Acc. 97.7

TED Acc. 97.5 {
    "date": "2017年12月05日",
    "destination_station": "广州东站",
    "name": "延褥",
    "seat_category": "一等座",
    "starting_station": "深圳站",
    "ticket_num": "E019154",
    "ticket_rates": "¥99.5元",
    "train_num": "C7128"
}

TED Acc. 100 {
    "date":"2017年11月15日",
    "destination_station": "福田站",
    "name": "珂",
    "seat_category": "二等座",
    "starting_station": "广州南站",
    "ticket_num": "C068987",
    "ticket_rates": ¥82.0元",
    "train_num": "G79”
}

Fig. B. Examples of Ticket [5] with Donut predictions. There is no hierarchy in
the structure of information (i.e., depth = 1) and the location of each key information
is almost fixed. Failed predictions are marked and bolded (red)

A.3 Details of Document Information Extraction

Information Extraction (IE) on documents is an arduous task since it requires (a)
reading texts, (b) understanding the meaning of the texts, and (c) predicting the
relations and structures among the extracted information. Some previous works
have only focused on extracting several pre-defined key information [5]. In that
case, only (a) and (b) are required for IE models. We go beyond the previous
works by considering (c) also. Although the task is complex, its interface (i.e., the
format of input and output) is simple. In this section, for explanation purposes,
we show some sample images (which are the raw input of the IE pipeline) with
the output of Donut.

In the main paper, we test four datasets including two public benchmarks
(i.e., CORD [11] and Ticket [5]) and two private industrial datasets (i.e., Busi-
ness Card and Receipt). Figure B shows examples of Ticket with the outputs
of Donut. Figure C shows examples of CORD with the outputs of Donut. Due
to strict industrial policies on the private industrial datasets, we instead show
some real-like high-quality samples of Business Card and Receipt in Figure D.
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{
    "menu": [
        {
            "cnt": ["1"],
            "nm": ["cashew nuts chkn"],
            "price": ["64,500"]
        }, 
         …

        {
            "cnt": ["4"],
            "nm": ["steamed rice"],
            "price": ["47,600"]
        }
    ],
    "sub_total": [
        {
            "service_price": ["17,908"],
            "subtotal_price": ["325,600"],
            "tax_price": ["34,351"]
        }
    ],
    "total": [
        {
            "total_price": ["377,859"]
        } ]
}

TED Acc. 100

(a) Input Image (b) Prediction (c) Ground Truth

CORD

{
    "menu": [
        {
            "cnt": ["2"],
            "nm": ["TWIST DONUT"],
            "price": ["18,000"]
        },
         …

        {
            "cnt": ["1"],
            "nm": ["FRANKFRUT SAUSAGE ROLL"],
            "price": ["12,000"]
        }
    ],
    "total": [
        {
            "cashprice": ["104.000"],
            "changeprice": ["56.000"],
            "total_price": ["54.000"]
        } ]
}

TED Acc. 99.0

{
    "menu": [
        {
            "cnt": ["2"],
            "nm": ["TWIST DONUT"],
            "price": ["18,000"]
        },
         …

        {
            "cnt": ["1"],
            "nm": ["FRANKFRUT SAUSAGE ROLL"],
            "price": ["12,000"]
        }
    ],
    "total": [
        {
            "cashprice": ["104.000"],
            "changeprice": ["50.000"],
            "total_price": ["54.000"]
        } ]
}

{
    "menu": [
        {
            "nm": ["TRAD KY TOAST CARTE"],
            "price": ["28.182"]
        }
    ],
    "sub_total": [
        {
            "subtotal_price": ["28.182"],
            "tax_price": ["2.818"]
        }
    ],
    "total": [
        {
            "cashprice": ["31.000"],
            "menuqty_cnt": ["1.00"],
            "total_price": ["31.000"]
        } ]
}

{
    "menu": [
        {
            "nm": ["TRAD KY TOAST CARTE"],
            "price": ["28.182"]
        }
    ],
    "sub_total": [
        {
            "subtotal_price": ["28.182"],
            "tax_price": ["2.818"]
        }
    ],
    "total": [
        {
            "cashprice": ["31.000"],
            "total_price": ["31.000"]
        } ]
}

TED Acc. 89.6

{
    "menu": [
        {
            "cnt": ["1"],
            "nm": ["cashew nuts chkn"],
            "price": ["64,500"]
        }, 
         …

        {
            "cnt": ["4"],
            "nm": ["steamed rice"],
            "price": ["47,600"]
        }
    ],
    "sub_total": [
        {
            "service_price": ["17,908"],
            "subtotal_price": ["325,600"],
            "tax_price": ["34,351"]
        }
    ],
    "total": [
        {
            "total_price": ["377,859"]
        } ]
}

Fig. C. Examples of CORD [11] with Donut predictions. There is a hierarchy
in the structure of information (i.e., depth = 2). Donut not only reads some important
key information from the image, but also predicts the relationship among the extracted
information (e.g., the name, price, and quantity of each menu item are grouped)

A.4 Details of Model Training Scheme and Output Format

In the model architecture and training objective, we basically followed the orig-
inal Transformer [12], which uses a Transformer encoder-decoder architecture
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Fig.D. Examples of Business Card (top) and Receipt (bottom). Due to strict
industrial policies on the private industrial datasets from our active products, real-like
high-quality samples are shown instead

and a teacher-forcing training scheme. The teacher-forcing scheme is a model
training strategy that uses the ground truth as input instead of model output
from a previous time step. Figure E shows a details of the model training scheme
and decoder output format.

A.5 Implementation and Training Hyperparameters

The codebase and settings are available at GitHub7. We implement the entire
model pipeline with Huggingface’s transformers8 [15] and an open-source li-
brary TIMM (PyTorch image models)9 [14].

For all model training, we use a half-precision (fp16) training. We train Donut
using Adam optimizer [10] by decreasing the learning rate as the training pro-
gresses. The initial learning rate of pre-training is set to 1e-4 and that of fine-
tuning is selected from 1e-5 to 1e-4. We pre-train the model for 200K steps with
64 NVIDIA A100 GPUs and a mini-batch size of 196, which takes about 2-3
GPU days. We also apply a gradient clipping technique where a maximum gra-
dient norm is selected from 0.05 to 1.0. The input resolution of Donut is set
to 2560×1920 at the pre-training phase. In downstream tasks, the input res-
olutions are controlled. In some downstream document IE experiments, such

7https://github.com/clovaai/donut.
8https://github.com/huggingface/transformers.
9https://github.com/rwightman/pytorch-image-models.

https://github.com/clovaai/donut
https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
https://github.com/rwightman/pytorch-image-models
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Fig. E. Donut training scheme with teacher forcing and decoder output
format examples. The model is trained to minimize cross-entropy loss of the token
classifications simultaneously. At inference, the predicted token from the last step is
fed to the next

as, CORD [11], Ticket [5] and Business Card, smaller size of input resolution,
e.g., 1280×960, is tested. With the 1280×960 setting, the model training cost
of Donut was small. For example, the model fine-tuning on CORD or Ticket
took approximately 0.5 hours with one A100 GPU. However, when we set the
2560×1920 setting for larger datasets, e.g., RVL-CDIP or DocVQA, the cost
increased rapidly. With 64 A100 GPUs, DocVQA requires one GPU day and
RVL-CDIP requires two GPU days approximately. This is not surprising in that
increasing the input size for a precise result incurs higher computational costs
in general. Using an efficient attention mechanism [13] may avoid the prob-
lem in architectural design, but we use the original Transformer [12] as we aim
to present a simpler architecture in this work. Our preliminary experiments in
smaller resources are available in Appendix A.6.

For the implementation of document IE baselines, we use the transformers
library for BERT [4], BROS [6], LayoutLMv2 [16,18] and WYVERN [8]. For
the SPADE [9] baseline, the official implementation10 is used. The models are
trained using NVIDIA P40, V100, or A100 GPUs. The major hyperparameters,
such as initial learning rate and number of epochs, are adjusted by monitoring
the scores on the validation set. The architectural details of the OCR-dependent
VDU backbone baselines (e.g., LayoutLM and LayoutLMv2) are available in
Appendix A.7.

10https://github.com/clovaai/spade.

https://github.com/clovaai/spade
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A.6 Preliminary Experiments in Smaller Resources

In our preliminary experiments, we pre-trained Donut with smaller resources
(denoted as DonutProto), i.e., smaller data (SynthDoG 1.2M) and fewer GPUs
(8 V100 GPUs for 5 days). The input size was 2048×1536. In this setting,
DonutProto also achieved comparable results on RVL-CDIP and CORD. The
accuracy on RVL-CDIP was 94.5 and CORD was 91.6. After the preliminaries,
we have scaled the model training with more data.

A.7 Details of OCR-dependent Baseline Models

In this section, we provide a gentle introduction to the general-purpose VDU
backbones, such as LayoutLM [17] and LayoutLMv2 [16]. To be specific, we
explain how the conventional backbones perform downstream VDU tasks; docu-
ment classification, IE, and VQA. Common to all tasks, the output of the OCR
engine is used as input features of the backbone. That is, the extracted texts
are sorted and converted to a sequence of text tokens. The sequence is passed to
the Transformer encoder to get contextualized output vectors. The vectors are
used to get the desired output. The difference in each task depends on a slight
modification on the input sequence or on the utilization of the output vectors.

Document Classification At the start of the input sequence, a special token
[CLS] is appended. The sequence is passed to the backbone to get the output
vectors. With a linear mapping and softmax operation, the output vector of the
special token [CLS] is used to get a class-label prediction.

Document IE With a linear mapping and softmax operation, the output vector
sequence is converted to a BIO-tag sequence [7].

IE on 1-depth structured documents When there is no hierarchical structure in
the document (See Figure B), the tag set is defined as {“Bk”, “Ik”, “O” | k ∈
pre-defined keys}. “Bk” and “Ik” are tags that represent the beginning (B) and
the inside (I) token of the key k respectively. The “O” tag indicates that the
token belongs to no key information.

IE on n-depth structured documents When there are hierarchies in the structure
(See Figure C), the BIO-tags are defined for each hierarchy level. In this section,
we explain a case where the depth of structure is n = 2. The tag set is defined
as {“Bg.Bk”, “Bg.Ik”, “Ig.Bk”, “Ig.Ik”, “O” | g ∈ pre-defined parent keys, k ∈
pre-defined child keys}. For instance, the Figure C shows an example where a
parent key is “menu” and related child keys are {“cnt”, “nm”, “price”}. “Bg”
represents that one group (i.e., a parent key such as “menu”) starts, and “Ig”
represents that the group is continuing. Separately from the BI tags of the parent
key (i.e., “Bg” and “Ig”), the BI tags of each child key (i.e., “Bk” and “Ik”) work
the same as in the case of n = 1. This BIO-tagging method is also known as
Group BIO-tagging and the details are also available in Hwang et al. [7].
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Document VQA With a linear mapping and softmax operation, the output
vector sequence is converted to a span-tag sequence. For the input token se-
quence, the model finds the beginning and the end of the answer span. Details
can also be found in the Section 4.2 of Devlin et al. [4].
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